CREED’S CODEX PLAY-TEST MATERIAL
This document contains confidential information and distribution is prohibited. This is intended solely for and restricted to the
specified recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained is strictly prohibited. The intent
of this document is to collect feedback and perform play-testing on material from Creed’s Codex. The content will undergo additional
rounds of edits, which may substantially change the content.

FEEDBACK
• Please fill out our survey to help us fine tune the Summoner once you’ve had a chance to review the content!
• Join us in discord for discussions: https://discord.gg/wJEZASTM9c
• Add ideas, vote on content, and view our roadmap: https://bit.ly/feature_request_board
• Send an email to brendan@knightvisioncreative.com

SOCIAL MEDIA
If you are interested in reviewing/sharing any of the content on social media, a stream, etc. please contact
brendan@knightvisioncreative.com beforehand.
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SUMMONERS
Not less than in purple it descended, the fated spirit
whose scrolls are charged with the world's ruin. Every
deal it signs to draw us closer to oblivion. Every
summoning is another grain of sand in the world’s
hourglass. The Caller fears what The Spirit must do, but
she fears more what will happen if it doesn't. Safety
blinds her. She invokes its ancient name. The arrows
warp, the swords rust, but, oh, the wold cracks, birds fall,
the Sun dims. One fewer days for the world’s final eon.
—Huldah Lethgol, Doomsage of [effaced]
ummoners were once as common as
druids, sorcerers, and wizards.
Keenly sought for their formidable
mental strengths, summoners could
easily find a home among many
settings from scholarly pursuits in
the farthest regions of the land to
feudal positions analyzing complex logistical issues.
This all changed once people learned of their ability
to tap into the fabled power of convergence. Initially
just a rumor, it was said that summoners had
mastered the alignment of the body and the soul in
pursuit of their desires, granting them additional
power. This was a route open to all summoners, but
there were those who chose to specialize in this
power and called themselves the convergent.
What was not known to those outside of the class
was the added risk that came with tapping the power
of convergence. There was always the risk of
triggering a cataclysmic event if summoners did not
reach true alignment. A slight misalignment may
only result in minor tragedy such as the death of the
summoner. A major misalignment could open a
portal to an unknown location resulting in the death
of many.
The summoners hid this secret well. It took
centuries for the true nature of the power of
convergence to become known, which unfortunately
occurred due to several simultaneous major
misalignments resulting in untold death and
destruction.
Shunned, exiled, and even persecuted, summoners
rapidly dwindled in number. It was said that a few
were still hidden out in the most remote regions.
There were even whispers of secret sects within the
major metropolises themselves, but, for the majority,
summoners and their skills had died and become
little more than legend.
It has been many years since these cataclysms took
place. Few are still alive who remember and fewer
still know the true extent of it all. With ever-present

S

danger facing the Material Plane, there are always
those searching for power. Sometimes that power
brings more curses than it does blessings, but
perhaps it’s time to see the summoners rise once
more. Conjuring their creatures forth to bring a sense
of balance to the world, or tip it into chaos and
destruction, only time will tell if the summoners
return will benefit this realm. Rumors of summoners
relearning the old skills and advancing in power are
swirling stronger each passing year. There is even
word of a secluded tower welcoming all, but
dedicated to training summoners. It is said they
forbid anyone from touching the power of
convergence, shunning even mentions of the
convergent field of study, but people only pursue
what is forbidden to them with more intensity.

ADVENTURE AWAITS
Adventurers of all ilk search for companions on their
journeys. The impetus for this pursuit can be wide
ranging including friendship, strategic battlefield
strength, or a hunt for lost knowledge. Just like the
variation driving this pursuit, the variation with how
individuals interact with their ally can be diverse.
Beast master rangers explore the world and
battlefield together. Warlocks can bring forth
unwilling demons to help them in their conflicts.
Summoners single mindedly seek to empower a being
stronger than themselves. Focusing at their core on
summoning, summoners spend their actions
controlling and empowering these beings of
immense strength. Rather than trying to share the
limelight with their summon like the beast master,
they let their powerful creature handle the heavily
lifting. Because they spend their actions purposely
maintaining exact control of their creation through
complex arcane formulas, they are not at risk of
losing control like a warlock or their creature winking
out of existence like a wizard losing concentration.
Summoners acumen is second to none when it comes
to summoning.
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• Leather armor, any simple weapon, and a shield

CLASS FEATURES
As a summoner, you gain the following class features.

1st-level Summoner feature

HIT POINTS
Hit Dice: 1d8 per summoner level
Hit Points at 1st Level: 8 + your Constitution modifier
Hit Points at Higher Levels: 1d8 (or 5) + your
Constitution modifier per summoner level after 1st

PROFICIENCIES
Armor: Light armor, shields
Weapons: Simple weapons
Tools: None
Saving Throws: Intelligence, Constitution
Skills: Choose two from Arcana, History,
Investigation, Nature, and Religion

FOCUSED POWER
You have trained your mind to manipulate energy
around you and shape it to fit your immediate needs.
This mental manipulation of force magic is
represented by summoner points which can be used
for various class features.
Saving Throws: Some of your focused power
abilities may require your target to make a saving
throw to resist the effects. The saving throw DC is
calculated as follows:

Saving Throw DC = 8 + your proficiency bonus +
your Intelligence modifier

EQUIPMENT
You start with the following equipment, in addition
to the equipment granted by your background:
• Light crossbow and 20 bolts
• (a) a component pouch or (b) an arcane focus
• (a) dungeoneer's pack or (b) a scholar’s pack
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SUMMONER POINTS
You gain 1 summoner point per level, starting at level
1. You can never store more summoner points than
listed for your summoner level. You regain all
summoner points when you finish a short or long
rest.

there are restrictions to what you can do with your
summons:
• If the creature has spellcasting, legendary actions,

or lair actions, you can’t use them.
• You can’t cast spells of 1st level or higher nor

concentrate on a spell while you control a summon.

S UMMON C OST PER CR
Summoner Point Cost

Summon CR

1

1/2 or less

2

1

4

2

6

3

8

4

10

5

12

6

14

7

16

8

18

9

SUMMONS KNOWN

20

10

Initially summoners can only bring forth creatures
from the mental formulation table found at the end
of the chapter.

SUMMON CREATURE
You can use your bonus action to spend one or more
summoner points to summon a maximum of two
creatures to unoccupied spaces you can see within
60ft. If you have two creatures created by the
summon creature feature under your control, you are
unable to summon additional creatures using this
feature.
In combat, any summoned creatures share your
initiative count, but take their turn immediately after
yours. They can move and use their reaction and
bonus actions on their own, but the only action they
take on their turn is the Dodge action. Once per turn
as an Action, you can mentally command any
creature you have summoned to instead take an
action in its stat block or some other action (if you
control multiple summons, you can command any or
all of them at the same time). The summons must be
within 100 feet of you for you to command them.
A summon costs twice as many points as its CR.
Creatures less than 1/2 CR still cost 1 summoner
point.
The summon disappears when:
• The summon drops to 0 hit points
• You drop to 0 hit points
• You fall unconscious
• You die
• You take a short or long rest
• You dismiss your summons with a bonus action

Due to the limitations and extremely complex
calculations required with summoning creatures,

LEARNING ADDITIONAL SUMMONS
Once summoners have mastered their basic
summoning skills, they are often interested in
pursuing additional, more varied creatures. Some
summoners build out their prized notebook full of
notations, sketches, and mathematical proofs. Others
commit their summon formulas to memory fearing
their knowledge falling into the wrong hands.
Regardless of how they store their precious summon
formulas, all summoners have three routes to learn
new forms.
Combat. While engaged in combat, you may
attempt to create a summoning formula immediately
by analyzing the direct demonstration of the
creature’s abilities, characteristics, and physiology.
As a bonus action, you may attempt an Investigation
check (DC 15 + CR of the creature, rounded down). On
a successful check, you’ve put together a workable
formula to summon the creature. You are unable to
make a check against the same type of creature until
you finish a long rest, however, you have enough
information to utilize the research method.
Observation. When not in combat with a creature,
you may attempt to learn the intricacies of a creature
through direct observation. This requires 1 minute of
concentrated examination of a creature within 30 feet
of you. You may then make an Investigation check
(DC 15 + CR of the creature, rounded down). On a
successful check, you’ve determined a workable
formula to summon the creature. You are unable to
make a check against the same type of creature until
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you finish a long rest, however, you have enough
information to utilize the research method.
Depending on the circumstances, attempting to
observe a creature uninterrupted for 1 minute may
result in negative consequences at the GMs
discretion.
Research. Using research materials such as books,
mentors, and your own experience in combat or
observation, you may attempt to solve a summoning
formulation for a creature identified in this material.
This process takes 2 hours per CR (minimum of 2
hours).

summoner cantrip cast and when making an attack
roll with one.

Spell save DC = 8 + your proficiency bonus + your
Intelligence modifier
Spell attack modifier = your proficiency bonus +
your Intelligence modifier

SPELLCASTING FOCUS
You can use an arcane focus as a spellcasting focus
for your summoner cantrips.

PREPARING SUMMONS
You always have the mental formulation summons
prepared. In addition, you may prepare a list of
summon formulas which you have learned. To do so,
choose a number of summon formulas equal to your
Intelligence modifier + half your summoner level
(minimum of one summon).
You can change your list of prepared summon
formulas when you finish a long rest. Preparing a
new list of summoned creatures requires time spent
reviewing your summoning proofs, calculations, and
theorems: at least 1 minute per CR level for each
creature on your list.

SUMMONER CANTRIP LIST
Here are the cantrips available to the summoner. If
the spell is followed by an * it has been added as part
of Creed’s Codex: Arcane Secrets of the Summoners.

COORDINATED STRIKE
Immediately after you use your action to command
your summon, as a bonus action you can spend 2
summoner points to make a single weapon attack or
cast a cantrip that has a casting time of 1 action as a
bonus action for this casting.

C ANTRIPS
Acid Splash
Aegis*
Extended Reach*
Mage Hand
Minor Illusion
Phoenix Wings*
Poison Spray
Prestidigitation
Reaper’s Fist*
Spike*

SNAP DECISION
You can spend 1 summoner point to take the
disengage or dodge action as a bonus action on your
turn.

SPELLCASTING
1st-level Summoner feature
As a keen manipulator of magical energy, you have
developed the ability to cast rudimentary spells.

FORCE AUGMENTS

CANTRIPS

2nd-level Summoner feature

At 1st level, you know two cantrips of your choice
from the summoner spell list. You learn additional
summoner cantrips of your choice at higher levels, as
shown in the Cantrips Known column of the
summoner table.

The more time you spend manipulating force energy,
the more accurate your calculations become. You
have reached a level of knowledge that allows you to
amplify your mental control in a variety of fashions.
Choose two force augments, detailed at the end of the
class description. As you gain summoner levels, you
will unlock access to additional augments shown in
the Augments Known column of the summoner class
table.
Some force augments have a prerequisite to master
the augment. You must meet the prerequisites to use
that augment. For example. if the prerequisite is a
level, you must be of that summoner level or higher.

SPELLCASTING ABILITY
Intelligence is your spellcasting ability for your
summoner cantrips, since you learn your spells
through the application of formulae and complex
algorithms. In addition, you use your Intelligence
modifier when setting the saving throw DC for a
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Any time you gain a level in summoner you can
choose to replace one of your known force augments
with another with which you meet the prerequisites.

ENHANCE SUMMON
2nd-level Summoner feature
You gain the ability to create enhanced versions of a
summon. When you summon a creature, or as a
bonus action, you can spend additional summoner
points to increase the AC, attack bonus, damage
bonus, saving throw DCs if applicable, and saving
throw bonus by the amount of additional summoner
points spent. Each point spent on enhancements is
specific to a single creature. If you wanted to enhance
two summons, you’d need to spend an additional two
points. This lasts until you take a short rest or the
summon disappears.
For example, if you have 8 summoner points, you
could spend 4 of them to summon two dire wolf and
then an additional 4 to enhance both dire wolves as
follows:
• 16 AC (14 base +2 from enhancements)
• +7 to hit (+5 from base +2 from enhancements)
• +5 to damage (+3 from base + 2 from

ABILITY SCORE IMPROVEMENT
4th-level Summoner feature
When you reach 4th level, and again at 8th, 12th,
16th, and 19th level, you can increase one ability
score of your choice by 2, or you can increase two
ability scores of your choice by 1. As normal, you can’t
increase an ability score above 20 using this feature.
Using the optional feats rule, you can forgo taking
this feature to take a feat of your choice instead.

ENLIST LOGIC
5th-level Summoner feature
When attempting to persuade, deceive, or intimidate,
you have found your chance of success to improve
when you illuminate the skeptical with deductive
reasoning.
You can choose to give yourself an additional
bonus equal to your Intelligence modifier when you
make a deception, intimidation, or persuasion check.
You can use this feature a number of times equal to
your Intelligence modifier. You recover all expended
uses when you take a long rest.

COGNITIVE OVERLOAD

enhancements)
• DC 15 (DC 13 from base + 2 from enhancements)
• +2 bonus to saving throws on top of existing bonus

(+5 STR, +4 DEX, +4 CON, -2 INT, +3 WIS, +0 CHA)

POINT OF CONVERGENCE
3rd-level Summoner feature
Your focus has become razor sharp. Where others can
direct their mind to a task, you are able to push your
intellect past your body’s limits for short bursts and
make mental connections others are incapable of.
When you spend one or more summoner points, you
can choose to gain one additional summoner point
added to your total being spent by tapping the power
of convergence. You must roll on the convergence
table to and determine the outcome before the
expenditure of your points take effect. You regain the
use of this ability once you’ve completed a short rest.
For example, if you have 3 summoner points, you
could choose to use the point of convergence feature
and spend 4 summoner points to bring forth a CR 2
creature.

FIELD OF STUDY
3rd-level Summoner feature
When you reach 3rd level, you choose a field of study
for further specialization of your summoning ability.
Your choice grants you features at 3rd level and again
at 6th, 10th, and 17th level.

7th-level Summoner feature
Controlling a summon takes an extreme amount of
mental acuity. On your turn, you can choose to
amplify the speed you process information and
mentally command your summon with a bonus
action. You gain one level of exhaustion for each time
you use this feature.

MIND BARRIER
11th-level Summoner feature
You have spent so much time applying logic to all
circumstances, that you have become immune to the
charmed, frightened, and stunned conditions as you
find yourself able to reason out of them in an instant.

ORGANIZED MEMORY
14th-level Summoner feature
You have unlocked discreet access to your memory.
You can recall everything you have ever read. When
you make an Intelligence ability check that relies on
knowledge you acquired through reading, you do so
with advantage.

RESOURCEFUL MIND
20th-level Summoner feature
When you roll for initiative, you regain 4 summoner
points up to your maximum of 20.
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FIELD OF STUDY
Each summoner aims to completely master their
mind and unleash their full potential. How this
outcome is pursued varies from summoner to
summoner. Some will find their power to be directly
related to their understanding of the inherent force
magical energy swirling around every environment.
Others will pursue ever more complex creatures to
summon, with the degree of specialization ranging
from single, immensely powerful summons all the
way down to hordes of tiny creatures swarming over
obstacles.
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ARCHON
The archon field of study has diverged from their
neighboring disciplines. Rather than looking for ways
to augment their summons, they look for ways to use
their summons to augment their martial prowess.
Archons improve upon their physical training and
continue to increase their lethality upon the
battlefield through direct confrontation aided by
their summoned abilities.

UNARMORED DEFENSE
3rd-level Archon feature
While you are not wearing any armor, your Armor
Class equals 10 + your Intelligence modifier + your
Dexterity modifier. You can use a shield and still gain
this benefit.

MENTAL WARRIOR
3rd-level Archon feature
You gain proficiency with martial weapons, and while
not wearing any armor you can use your Intelligence
instead of Dexterity or Strength for your weapon
attack and damage rolls.

MARTIAL SUMMONS
3rd-level Archon feature
You can choose to spend summoner points to
augment your martial prowess by summoning the
power of a creature of legend. The power lingers until
you call forth another mighty being or take a short or
long rest. You can spend additional summoner points
to increase the strength of these summon assisted
effects. If an effect deals damage, it counts as magical
for the purpose of overcoming resistance and
immunity to nonmagical attacks and damage.
Summon Ancient Dragon Maw. As an action, you
spend 2 summoner points to summon the giant maw
of an ancient dragon on yourself and bite a target
within 10 feet of you. That creature must make a
Constitution saving throw. On a fail, they take 2d12
piercing damage, or half as much on a successful
save. You regain hit points equal to half the amount
of piercing damage dealt. When you spend additional
summoner points, the damage increases by 1d12 for
each additional summoner point spent. Until you use
another martial summon or take a short or long rest,
you have an additional reach of 5 feet and when you
hit a creature with a weapon attack your strikes
pierce the target for an additional 1d6 piercing
damage as the lingering power of the ancient dragon
remains.
Summon Kraken Tentacles. As an action, you
spend 2 summoner points to summon 3 tentacles to
unoccupied spaces you can see within 60 feet. The
tentacles immediately try to constrict a creature of
your choice within 10 feet of each tentacle. Each
target must make a Dexterity saving throw. On a

failed save, the creature takes 1d8 bludgeoning
damage, and is grappled and restrained (escape spell
save DC). While more than one tentacle is grappling a
target, the target makes escape checks at
disadvantage. If a tentacle fails to grapple a target it
immediately vanishes. The tentacles have an AC of 10,
10 hit points, and last until reduced to 0 hit points or
the target being grappled escapes or dies. When you
spend additional summoner points, the number of
tentacles increases by 1 for each additional
summoner point spent. Until you use another martial
summon or take a short or long rest, you deal double
damage to objects and structures in addition to an
additional 1d6 bludgeoning damage when you hit a
creature with a weapon attack as the lingering power
of the kraken remains.
Summon Solar Wings. As an action, you spend 1
summoner point to summon the wings of a solar.
These wings emerge with such force that they push
each creature within 5 feet of you 5 feet away from
you and increase your existing movement speeds by
an additional 60 feet until the end of your turn. Until
you use another martial summon or take a short or
long rest, when you hit a creature with a weapon
attack the lingering power of the solar hastens you
granting an additional 5 feet of movement for the
turn.
Summon Titan Fist. As an action, you spend 2
summoner points to summon the fist of a titan and
attempt to slam it into a target within 30 feet of you.
That creature must make a Strength saving throw. On
a failed save, the creature takes 3d10 bludgeoning
damage and you push the creature up to 20 feet away
from you and knock it prone. On a successful save,
the creature takes half as much damage, and you
don’t push it or knock it prone. When you spend
additional summoner points, the damage increases
by 1d10 for each additional summoner point spent.
Until you use another martial summon or take a short
or long rest, when you hit a creature with a weapon
attack you strike with such force that you can shove
the target 5 feet away from you and deal an additional
1d6 bludgeoning damage as the lingering power of
the titan remains.

FLUID ACTION
6th-level Archon feature
When you spend your action to use a martial
summons or command one of your summoned
creatures, you can make one weapon attack as a
bonus action.

IMPROVED MARTIAL SUMMONS
10th-level Archon feature
Your ability to bring forth the power of your martial
summons has improved. When you empower your
martial summons you unlock extra effects that stack.
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Summon Ancient Dragon Maw. When you spend 5
or more summoner points the reach of the bite
increases to any target within 15 feet of you. When
you spend 10 or more summoner points choose an
element from acid, cold, fire, lightning, poison, or
thunder. Your bite does an additional 1d8 damage per
summoner point spent of your chosen element. This
elemental damage does not provide any healing.
Summon Kraken Tentacles. When you spend 5 or
more summoner points the AC of the tentacles
increases to 15. When you spend 10 or more
summoner points, the tentacles release a lightning
surge when they appear. The target of the tentacle
attack, and each creature within 5 feet of the tentacle
when it appears, must succeed on a Dexterity saving
throw or take 1d4 lightning damage. A creature can
only be affected by one lightning surge.
Summon Titan Fist. When you spend 5 or more
summoner points a target that fails the Strength
saving throw is incapacitated until the beginning of
your next turn. When you spend 10 or more
summoner points a target that fails the Strength
saving throw is paralyzed until the beginning of your
next turn.

ARCANE SHIELDING
17th-level Archon feature
Whenever you use a martial summons or summon a
creature, you gain temporary hit points equal to three
times the number of summoner points spent.
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COLOSSUS
Some summoners choose to focus on a single,
immensely powerful summon. Because of the
undivided focus, these summoners can enhance the
single summon to heighten its power to truly
monumental levels. Summoners choosing the
colossus field of study are naturally drawn towards
researching the most dangerous monsters they can
find.

PRECISION STRIKE
3rd-level Colossus feature
When you have a single summon and they roll a
critical hit, roll all of the attack’s damage four times
rather than the normal two times.

ENVIRONMENTAL ADAPTATION
6th-level Colossus feature
You learn how to adapt your summon to changing
situations. With 1 minute of uninterrupted focus, you
can change your summon into a new summon of
equal CR or lower without spending additional
summoner points. Your new summon’s hit points are
equal to the old summon’s hit points, or the new
summon’s hit point maximum, whichever is lower.
You can do this a number of times equal to your
Intelligence modifier. You regain all uses upon the
completion of a long rest.

EMPATHIC LINK
10th-level Colossus feature
When you or your summon takes damage, you can
choose to each take half the damage instead, rounded
down. This feature takes place after any resistances
or vulnerabilities are taken into effect from the initial
target.

KINETIC ENERGY
17th-level Colossus feature
At the start of your summon’s turn, each creature of
your choice within 30 feet of the summon takes your
Intelligence modifier force damage. Surfaces within
30ft of the summon are considered difficult terrain.
Kinetic energy is only active when you have a single
summon.
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CONVERGENT
Flaunting the esteemed precision of other
summoners, the convergent recognize the power
flowing all around them, and amplify this power by
gently guiding, rather than binding it to their will.
Summoners who focus on this ambient energy
leverage their subconscious to feel the flow of power
and pay special attention to the constant swirls and
points of convergence, modifying their formulas on
the fly. Utilizing their precise analysis of the current
state of force magical energy, they are able to bring
forth arguably the strongest summons. This comes at
the cost of control. They do not choose what to
summon, they let the choice be dictated by the force
magic.

summons you want to keep, up to the maximum of 2,
and the rest vanish.

IMPROVED POINT OF CONVERGENCE
6th-level Convergent feature
When you use the Point of Convergence feature, you
gain 2 additional summoner points instead of the
normal 1 to apply to that summoning. You are still
restricted to using this feature once per short rest.
In addition, whenever you roll on the Convergence
Table, you roll twice and choose whichever option
you prefer.

STORED POWER
10th-level Convergent feature
When your last remaining summon takes damage
that drops it below 1 hit point, you can choose to
immediately roll on the Convergent Summoning
Tables as though you spent half your summoner level
worth of summoner points and bring forth those
creatures (no action required). You cannot use this
feature again until you finish a long rest.

ALTERING THE WEAVE
3rd-level Convergent feature
Whenever you spend a summoner point, roll on the
Convergence Table.

LEAST RESISTANCE
3rd-level Convergent feature
When you choose the convergent field of study, you
have begun to ignore your own biases and let the
power flow through you, gently guiding it to
ultimately create more powerful summons but
relinquishing your control.
Whenever you spend summoner points to bring
forth a creature you use the Convergent Summoning
Tables below to determine what you bring forth.
Choose the number of summoner points you want to
spend, then Roll a d6 to determine the type from the
Convergent Summoning Type Table.
Once you’ve determined the type, roll another d6
on the Convergent Summons Table to determine the
configuration of your summons.
If the selection would put you over the maximum
number of summons, 2, you may choose which

DISRUPTED ENERGY
17th-level Convergent feature
Whenever you or one of your summons takes
damage, you can choose to use a reaction to roll on
the Convergence Table.
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C ONVERGENT S UMMONING T YPE T ABLE
d6

Monster Type

1

Aberration | Elemental

2

Beast | Dragon | Plant

3

Celestial | Giant | Undead

4

Construct | Humanoid

5

Fey | Fiend

6

Monstrosity | Ooze

CONVERGENT SUMMONS TABLES
Example convergent tables have been assembled. You can work with your GM to build tables that are more fitting for
your campaign if required.

1 ABERRATION | ELEMENTAL
SP

1|2

3|4

5|6

1

2 Ice Mephits

1 Fire Snake

1 Magmin 1 Enhancement

2

2 Magmin 1 Enhancement

1 Fire Snake 1 Enhancement

1 Fire Snake 1 Enhancement

3

2 Fire Snakes

1 Fire Snake 2 Enhancements

1 Fire Snake 2 Enhancements

4

2 Fire Snakes 1 Enhancement

1 Fire Snake 3 Enhancements

1 Gibbering Mouther 1 Enhancement

5

2 Fire Snakes 2 Enhancements

1 Fire Snake 4 Enhancements

1 Gargoyle 2 Enhancements

6

2 Fire Snakes 3 Enhancements

1 Fire Snake 5 Enhancements

1 Nothic 1 Enhancement

7

2 Azers

1 Fire Snake 6 Enhancements

1 Spectator 2 Enhancements

8

2 Gibbering Mouthers 1 Enhancement

1 Fire Snake 7 Enhancements

1 Chuul 1 Enhancement

9

2 Intellect Devourer 2 Enhancements

1 Fire Snake 8 Enhancements

1 Chuul 2 Enhancements

10

2 Gargoyles 3 Enhancements

1 Fire Snake 9 Enhancements

1 Otyugh 1 Enhancement

11

2 Grell

1 Fire Snake 10 Enhancements

1 Earth Elemental 2 Enhancements

12

2 Spectators 1 Enhancement

1 Fire Snake 11 Enhancements

1 Invisible Stalker 1 Enhancement

13

2 Water Weirds 2 Enhancements

1 Fire Snake 12 Enhancements

1 Galeb Duhr 2 Enhancements

14

2 Grells 3 Enhancements

1 Fire Snake 13 Enhancements

1 Blue Slaad 1 Enhancement

15

2 Chuuls

1 Fire Snake 14 Enhancements

1 Blue Slaad 2 Enhancements

16

2 Chuuls 1 Enhancement

1 Fire Snake 15 Enhancements

1 Cloaker 1 Enhancement

17

2 Chuul s2 Enhancements

1 Fire Snake 16 Enhancements

1 Cloaker 2 Enhancements

18

2 Chuuls 3 Enhancements

1 Fire Snake 17 Enhancements

1 Gray Slaad 1 Enhancement

19

2 Fire Elementals

1 Fire Snake 18 Enhancements

1 Gray Slaad 2 Enhancements

20

2 Xorn 1 Enhancement

1 Fire Snake 19 Enhancements

1 Death Slaad 1 Enhancement

21

2 Red Slaads 2 Enhancements

1 Fire Snake 20 Enhancements

1 Aboleth 2 Enhancements

22

2 Salamanders 3 Enhancements

1 Fire Snake 21 Enhancements

1 Dao 1 Enhancement
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2 BEAST | DRAGON | PLANT
SP
1

1|2

3|4

5|6

2 Warhorses

1 Dire Wolf

1 Swarm of Insects 1
Enhancement

2 Apes 1 Enhancement

1 Brown Bear 1 Enhancement

1 Quaggoth Spore Servant 1
Enhancement

2 Quaggoth Spore Servants

1 Copper Dragon Wyrmling 2 Enhancements

1 Brass Dragon Wyrmling 2
Enhancements

2 Copper Dragon Wyrmlings 1 Enhancement

1 Brass Dragon Wyrmling 3 Enhancements

1 Awakened Tree 1 Enhancement

2 Giant Spiders 2 Enhancements

1 Faerie Dragon 4 Enhancements

1 Black Dragon Wyrmling 2
Enhancements

2 Dire Wolves 3 Enhancements

1 Giant Eagle 5 Enhancements

1 Giant Scoprion 1 Enhancement

2 Myconid Sovereigns

1 Giant Hyena 6 Enhancements

1 Gold Dragon Wyrmling 2
Enhancements

2 Plesiosaurus 1 Enhancement

1 Giant Octopus 7 Enhancements

1 Elephant 1 Enhancement

2 Polar Bears 2 Enhancements

1 Giant Spider 8 Enhancements

1 Red Dragon Wyrmling 2
Enhancements

2 White Dragon Wyrmlings 3 Enhancements

1 Giant Toad 9 Enhancements

1 Shambling Mound 1
Enhancement

2 Ankylosaurus

1 Giant Vulture 10 Enhancements

1 Giant Crocodile 2
Enhancements

2 Blue Dragon Wyrmlings 1 Enhancement

1 Lion 11 Enhancements

1 Young White Dragon 1
Enhancement

13

2 Giant Scorpions 2 Enhancements

1 Nyxborn Lynx 12 Enhancements

1 Wyvern 2 Enhancements

14

2 Gold Dragon Wyrmlings 3 Enhancements

1 Quaggoth Spore Servant 13 Enhancements

1 Giant Ape 1 Enhancement

2 Elephants

1 Tiger 14 Enhancements

1 Young Black Dragon 2
Enhancements

2 Red Dragon Wyrmlings 1 Enhancement

1 Dire Wolf 15 Enhancements

1 Young Green Dragon 1
Enhancement

2 Elephants 2 Enhancements

1 Brown Bear 16 Enhancements

1 Tyrannosaurus Rex 2
Enhancements

2 Red Dragon Wyrmlings 3 Enhancements

1 Copper Dragon Wyrmling 17 Enhancements

1 Young Silver Dragon 1
Enhancement

2 Triceratops

1 Brass Dragon Wyrmling 18 Enhancements

1 Treant 2 Enhancements

2 Giant Crocodiles 1 Enhancement

1 Giant Eagle 19 Enhancements

1 Young Red Dragon 1
Enhancement

2 Shambling Mounds 2 Enhancements

1 Giant Octopus 20 Enhancements

1 Young Gold Dragon 2
Enhancements

2 Wood Woads 3 Enhancements

1 Brown Bear 21 Enhancements

1 Adult Deep Dragon 1
Enhancement

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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3 CELESTIAL | GIANT | UNDEAD
SP

1|2

3|4

5|6

1

2 Warhorse Skeletons

1 Ghoul

1 Shadow 1 Enhancement

2

2 Shadows 1 Enhancement

1 Half Ogre 1 Enhancement

1 Specter 1 Enhancement

3

2 Ghouls

1 Specter 2 Enhancements

1 Half Ogre 2 Enhancements

4

2 Half Ogres 1 Enhancement

1 Ghoul 3 Enhancements

1 Ogre Zombie 1 Enhancement

5

2 Specters 2 Enhancements

1 Half Ogre 4 Enhancements

1 Poltergeist 2 Enhancements

6

2 CR Ghouls 3 Enhancements

1 Specter 5 Enhancements

1 Mummy 1 Enhancement

7

2 Poltergeists

1 Ghoul 6 Enhancements

1 Wight 2 Enhancements

8

2 Will-o’-Wisps 1
Enhancement

1 Half Ogre 7 Enhancements

1 Flameskull1 Enhancement

9

2 Pegasus 2 Enhancements

1 Specter 8 Enhancements

1 Ghost 2 Enhancements

10

2 Ghasts 3 Enhancements

1 Ghoul 9 Enhancements

1 Troll 1 Enhancement

11

2 Wights

1 Half Ogre 10 Enhancements

1 Wraith 2 Enhancements

12

2 Mummys 1 Enhancement

1 Specter 11 Enhancements

1 Cyclops 1 Enhancement

13

2 Whites 2 Enhancements

1 Ghoul 12 Enhancements

1 Cyclops 2 Enhancements

14

2 Mummys 3 Enhancements

1 Half Ogre 13 Enhancements

1 Oni 1 Enhancement

15

2 Banchees

1 Specter 14 Enhancements

1 Stone Giant 2 Enhancements

16

2 Bone Nagas 1 Enhancement

1 Ghoul 15 Enhancements

1 Fomorian 1 Enhancement

17

2 Couatls 2 Enhancements

1 Half Ogre 16 Enhancements

1 Frost Giant 2 Enhancements

18

2 Ettins 3 Enhancements

1 Specter 17 Enhancements

1 Cloud Giant 1 Enhancement

19

2 Beholder Zombies

1 Ghoul 18 Enhancements

1 Fire Giant 2 Enhancements

20

2 Hill Giants 1 Enhancement

1 Half Ogre 19 Enhancements

1 Deva 1 Enhancement

21

2 Revenants 2 Enhancements

1 Specter 20 Enhancements

1 Deva 2 Enhancements

22

2 Vampire Spawns 3
Enhancements

1 Ghoul 21 Enhancements

1 Spirit Troll 1 Enhancement
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4 CONSTRUCT | HUMANOID
SP

1|2

3|4

5|6

1

2 Sahuagins

1 Animated Armor

1 Tridrone 1 Enhancement

2

2 Jackalweres 1 Enhancement

1 Bugbear 1 Enhancement

1 Scarecrow 1 Enhancement

3

2 Bugbears

1 Duergar 2 Enhancements

1 Thri-kreen 2 Enhancements

4

2 Kuo-toa Whips 1 Enhancement

1 Goblin Boss 3 Enhancements

1 Githzerai Monk 1 Enhancement

5

2 Spys 2 Enhancements

1 Kuo-toa Whip 4 Enhancements

1 Bandit Captain 2 Enhancements

6

2 Quadrones 3 Enhancements

1 Quadrone 5 Enhancements

1 Werewolf 1 Enhancement

2 Pentadrones

1 Scarecrow 6 Enhancements

1 Githyanki Warrior 2
Enhancements

8

2 Quaggoths 1 Enhancement

1 Spy 7 Enhancements

1 Helmed Horror 1 Enhancement

9

2 Orogs 2 Enhancements

1 Thri-kreen 8 Enhancements

1 Lizard Queen 2 Enhancements

2 Gnoll Pack Lords 3 Enhancements

1 Yuan-ti- Pureblod 9
Enhancements

1 Werebear 1 Enhancement

2 Hobgoblin Captain

1 Animated Armor 10
Enhancements

1 Sahuagin Baron 2 Enhancements

2 Bugbear Chief 1 Enhancement

1 Bugbear 11 Enhancement

1 Hobgoblin Warlord 1 Enhancement

2 Kuo-toa Monitor 2 Enhancements

1 Duergar 12 Enhancements

1 Hobgoblin Warlod 2
Enhancements

14

2 Quaggoth Thonots 3 Enhancements

1 Goblin Boss 13 Enhancements

1 Shield Guardian 1 Enhancement

15

2 Weretigers

1 Kuo-toa Whip 14 Enhancements

1 Shield Guardian 2 Enhancements

16

2 Wereboars 1 Enhancement

1 Quadrone 15 Enhancements

1 Assassin 1 Enhancement

17

2 Orc War Chiefs 2 Enhancements

1 Scarecrow 16 Enhancements

1 Githyanki Knight 2 Enhancements

18

2 Lizard Kings 3 Enhancements

1 Spy 17 Enhancements

1 Clay Golem 1 Enhancement

19

2 Half-Red Dragon Veterans

1 Thri-kreen 18 Enhancements

1 Clay Golem 2 Enhancements

2 Flesh Golems 1 Enhancement

1 Yuan-ti- Pureblod 19
Enhancements

1 Stone Golem 1 Enhancement

2 Drow Elite Warriors 2 Enhancements

1 Animated Armor 20
Enhancements

1 Stone Golem 2 Enhancements

2 Werebears 3 Enhancements

1 Bugbear 21 Enhancements

1 Drow Shadowblade 1 Enhancement

7

10
11
12
13

20
21
22
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5 FEY | FIEND
SP

1|2

3|4

5|6

1

2 Satyrs

1 Imp

1 Satyr 1 Enhancement

2

2 Satyrs 1 Enhancement

1 Dryad 1 Enhancement

1 Quasit 1 Enhancement

3

2 Imps

1 Quasit 2 Enhancements

1 Dryad 2 Enhancements

4

2 Dryads 1 Enhancement

1 Imp 3 Enhancements

1 Spined Devil 1 Enhancement

5

2 Quasits 2 Enhancements

1 Dryad 4 Enhancements

1 Sea Hag 2 Enhancements

6

2 Imps 3 Enhancements

1 Quasit 5 Enhancements

1 Hell Hound 1 Enhancement

7

2 Sea Hags

1 Imp 6 Enhancements

1 Bearded Devil 2 Enhancements

8

2 Spined Devils 1 Enhancement

1 Dryad 7 Enhancements

1 Incubus 1 Enhancement

2 Sea Hags 2 Enhancements

1 Quasit 8 Enhancements

1 Shadow Demon 2
Enhancements

10

2 Spined Devils 3 Enhancements

1 Imp 9 Enhancements

1 Barlgura 1 Enhancement

11

2 Bearded Devils

1 Dryad 10 Enhancements

1 Night Hag 2 Enhancements

12

2 Green Hags 1 Enhancement

1 Quasit 11 Enhancements

1 Chasme 1 Enhancement

13

2 Hell Hounds 2 Enhancements

1 Imp 12 Enhancements

1 Vrock 2 Enhancements

14

2 Nightmares 3 Enhancements

1 Dryad 13 Enhancements

1 Armanite 1 Enhancement

15

2 Gnoll Fang of Yeenoghus

1 Quasit 14 Enhancements

1 Draegloth 2 Enhancements

16

2 Incubus 1 Enhancement

1 Imp 15 Enhancements

1 Chain Devil 1 Enhancement

17

2 Shadow Demons 2 Enhancements

1 Dryad 16 Enhancements

1 Hezrou 2 Enhancements

18

2 Gnoll Fang of Yeenoghus 3
Enhancements

1 Quasit 17 Enhancements

1 Bone Devil 1 Enhancement

19

2 Barbed Devil

1 Imp 18 Enhancements

1 Glabrezu 2 Enhancements

20

2 Cambion 1 Enhancement

1 Dryad 19 Enhancements

1 Yochlol 1 Enhancement

21

2 Mezzoloth 2 Enhancements

1 Quasit 20 Enhancements

1 Yochlol 2 Enhancements

22

2 Night Hags 3 Enhancements

1 Imp 21 Enhancements

1 Horned Devil 1 Enhancement

9
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6 MONSTROSITY | OOZE
SP

1|2

3|4

5|6

1

2 Worgs

1 Death Dog

1 Psychic Gray Ooze 1 Enhancement

2

2 Rust Monsters 1 Enhancement

1 Harpy 1 Enhancement

1 Hippogriff 1 Enhancement

3

2 Harpys

1 Hippogriff 2 Enhancements

1 Death Dog 2 Enhancements

4

2 Hippogriffs 1 Enhancement

1 Death Dog 3 Enhancements

1 Ochre Jelly 1 Enhancement

5

2 Death Dog 2 Enhancements

1 Harpy 4 Enhancements

1 Centaur 2 Enhancements

6

2 Harpys 3 Enhancements

1 Hippogriff 5 Enhancements

1 Phase Spider 1 Enhancement

7

2 Perytons

1 Death Dog 6 Enhancements

1 Owlbear 2 Enhancements

8

2 Mimics 1 Enhancement

1 Harpy 7 Enhancements

1 Guardian Wolf 1 Enhancement

9

2 Gelatinous Cubes 2 Enhancements

1 Hippogriff 8 Enhancements

1 Lamia 2 Enhancements

10

2 Merrows 3 Enhancements

1 Death Dog 9 Enhancements

1 Gorgon 1 Enhancement

11

2 Minotaurs

1 Harpy 10 Enhancements

1 Umber Hulk 2 Enhancements

12

2 Manticores 1 Enhancement

1 Hippogriff 11 Enhancements

1 Chimera 1 Enhancement

13

2 Hook Horrors 2 Enhancements

1 Death Dog 12 Enhancements

1 Medusa 2 Enhancements

14

2 Yetis 3 Enhancements

1 Harpy 13 Enhancements

1 Grick Alpha 1 Enhancement

15

2 Black Puddings

1 Hippogriff 14 Enhancements

1 Yuan-ti Abomination 2 Enhancements

16

2 Guardian Wolves 1 Enhancement

1 Death Dog 15 Enhancements

1 Hydra 1 Enhancement

17

2 Lamias 2 Enhancements

1 Harpy 16 Enhancements

1 Spirit Naga 2 Enhancements

18

2 Black Puddings 3 Enhancements

1 Hippogriff 17 Enhancements

1 Abominable Yeti 1 Enhancement

19

2 Bulettes

1 Death Dog 18 Enhancements

1 Abominable Yeti 2 Enhancements

20

2 Young Remorhazs 1 Enhancement

1 Harpy 19 Enhancements

1 Guardian Naga 1 Enhancement

21

2 Ropers 2 Enhancements

1 Hippogriff 20 Enhancements

1 Guardian Naga 2 Enhancements

22

2 Gorgons 3 Enhancements

1 Death Dog 21 Enhancements

1 Behir 1 Enhancement
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EVOLUTIONIST
Rather than summoning creatures they have
encountered before, those focusing on creating their
own personal ideal of a summon delve deep into
research of the eidolons. These eidolons are
painstakingly developed by evolutionists to
continually improve upon their initial framework in a
never-ending quest to create the perfect summon.

number of adaptation points listed in the following
table. Whenever the summoner gains a level, the
number in this pool increases and the summoner can
spend these points to change the abilities of the
eidolon.
The complexity of the adaptation determines the
number of adaptation points required to evolve that
trait.
• Minor Adaptations cost 1 adaptation point
• Major Adaptations cost 2 adaptation points
• Epic Adaptations cost 4 adaptation points
• Legendary Adaptations cost 8 adaptation points

Whenever you gain a level in summoner, you can
choose to redistribute your adaptation points. The
adaptations remain until you gain another level and
can choose to redistribute again.

ADAPTATION POINTS PER L EVEL
Summoner Level

Adaptation Points

1
2
3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10

11

11

12

12

13

13

14

14

COMPLICATED CALCULATIONS

15

15

3rd-level Evolutionist feature

16

16

Evolutionists focus exclusively on building a summon
from the mental formulation table into their ideal:
the eidolon. They eschew learning the formulas of
other creatures altogether and are only able to
summon a single eidolon at a time. The base statistics
for the eidolon are found on the Mental Formulation
Summoning Table based on the number of
summoner points spent when it is summoned.

17

21

18

22

19

23

20

24

ADAPTATIONS
3rd-level Evolutionist feature
Summoners that choose to research the eidolon work
to uncover, design, and develop custom adaptations
to begin forging the summon into the complex entity
it will ultimately become. This feature supersedes
Enhance Summon, which does not function in
conjunction with adaptations. The summoner has a

MULTIPLE VANTAGES
6th-level Evolutionist feature
You have become so familiar with your summon’s
formula that you gain the Mind’s Eye force augment.
If you already know this augment, you may instead
choose one you do not know, but you must still meet
the prerequisites. You have advantage on any
perception checks made while you and your summon
can both perceive the subject of the check.
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WARDED MIND

ILLUMINATION

10th-level Evolutionist feature

Your eidolon can shed bright light in a 20-foot radius
and dim light for an additional 20 feet if it chooses to
be illuminated.

At 10th level your eidolon has become such a pillar of
your existence, that ally minds can seek shelter when
your summon is near. You, your eidolon, and any
creature of your choice within 10 feet of the eidolon
gains resistance to psychic damage using the
eidolon’s complex calculations to dampen the harm
that would otherwise be dealt.

PINNACLE OF EVOLUTION

KEEN SENSE
Your eidolon gains a single keen sense which
provides it advantage on Wisdom (Perception) checks
that rely on that sense. This adaptation can be taken
multiple times with a different sense chosen each
time.

17th-level Evolutionist feature

LONG LIMBS

Your eidolon has reached the next milestone of
evolution and you immediately get 4 additional
adaptation points.

Your eidolon increases its reach by 5ft. This
adaptation can be taken multiple times.

MIMICRY

MINOR ADAPTATIONS
Your eidolon can breathe air and water.

The eidolon can mimic any sounds it has heard,
including voices. A creature that hears the sounds can
tell they are imitations with a successful Wisdom
(Insight) check.

CHARISMATIC

POWERFUL BUILD

AMPHIBIOUS

Perhaps it’s pheromones, the angular shape of their
limbs, their colorful, mesmerizing body, or the
mystique behind the gnashing teeth, but something
about your eidolon makes it more attractive to
anyone who interacts with it allowing special
bonuses at the GMs discretion.

Your eidolon counts as one size larger when
determining carrying capacity and the weight it can
push, drag, or lift. It also can be used as a mount if
physiologically able to do so.

POWERFUL STRIKES

Your eidolon gains a climbing speed of 30 feet.

When your eidolon damages a creature with a melee
attack, you can choose to push the target 10 feet away
from the eidolon in a straight line.

COMMUNICATIVE

STATURE

CLIMB SPEED

Your eidolon gains a language of your choice and can
speak, read, and write it if physiologically able to do
so. This adaptation can be taken multiple times with
a different language chosen each time. The
summoner does not gain any knowledge of languages
chosen they do not already know.

DARKVISION
Your eidolon can see in dim light within 60 feet of it
as if it were bright light, and in darkness as if it were
dim light. Your eidolon can’t discern color in
darkness, only shades of gray.

Increase or decrease your eidolon’s size by one
increment. For example, from medium to large or
gargantuan to huge. This adaptation can be taken
multiple times.

SIEGE MONSTER
The eidolon deals double damage to objects and
structures.

STEADFAST

Your eidolon can’t be frightened while it can see an
allied creature within 30 feet of it.

FALSE APPEARANCE

SWIM SPEED

When you choose this adaptation, pick an inanimate
object of a size similar to your eidolon. While your
eidolon remains motionless, it has advantage on
being indistinguishable from this inanimate object.

Your eidolon gains a swimming speed of 30 feet.

MAJOR ADAPTATIONS

FORTUNE TELLER

Choose a type of damage when you take this
adaptation: acid, cold, fire, lightning, poison, or
thunder. A creature that touches your eidolon or hits
it with a melee attack while within 5 feet of it takes
1d10 of your chosen damage type.

When asked a question your eidolon can open its
third eye to look into the future and provide an
answer. It is correct 60% of the time, though the
answers provided by the GM may be hard to decipher.
This ability recharges on a long rest.

ELEMENTAL BODY
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FORM TYPE

PACK TACTICS

Your eidolon takes on a trait of a specific type of
creatures gaining one of the below features. It adapts
characteristics and an appearance like creatures of
that type. Choose one from the following options:
Amorphous. The eidolon can move through a space
as narrow as 1 inch wide without squeezing and takes
on characteristics of oozes.
Blindsight. The eidolon gains blindsight of 15 feet
and takes on characteristics of dragons.
Devil’s Sight. The eidolon’s darkvision is no longer
impeded by magical darkness and the eidolon takes
on characteristics of devils.
Fey Ancestry. The eidolon has advantage on saving
throws against being charmed, and magic can't put
the eidolon to sleep. The eidolon takes on
characteristics of the fey.
Healing Touch. Once per day the eidolon can spend
an action to touch another creature and free it from
any curse, disease, poison, blindness, or deafness.
The eidolon takes on celestial characteristics.
Immutable Form. The eidolon is immune to any
spell or effect that would alter its form. The eidolon
takes on construct characteristics.
Madness. When the eidolon hits a creature with a
critical hit, the creature immediately gains a
temporary form of madness and uses its reaction to
attack a target within range of the summoner’s
choice. Alternatively, the summoner can choose to
have the target take psychic damage equal to the
summoner’s proficiency bonus. This ability can only
trigger once per round. The eidolon takes on
aberration characteristics.
Shapechanger. The summoner can choose three
forms for their eidolon. As an action, the eidolon can
change between these forms. Its statistics are the
same in each form.
Undead Fortitude. If damage reduces the eidolon to
0 hit points, it must make a Constitution saving
throw with a DC of 5+the damage taken, unless the
damage is radiant or from a critical hit. On a success,
the eidolon drops to 1 hit point instead.

The eidolon has advantage on attack roll against a
creature if at least one of the eidolon’s allies is within
5 feet of the creature and the ally isn't incapacitated.

INCORPOREAL MOVEMENT

PARRY
As a reaction, the eidolon can add 3 to its AC against
one melee attack that would hit it. To do so, the
eidolon must see the attacker.

PROXIMITY
When you are in an adjacent space to your eidolon,
you both gain +1 to AC. This effect cannot be stacked
with itself.

SKILL PROFICIENCY
Your eidolon gains proficiency in one skill of your
choice. This adaptation can be taken multiple times
with a new skill chosen each time.

STENCH
Any creature other than the summoner that starts its
turn within 5 feet of the eidolon must succeed on a
Constitution saving throw or be poisoned until the
start of the creature’s next turn. On a successful
saving throw, the creature is immune to the stench of
the eidolon for 1 hour.

TREMORSENSE
Your eidolon gains 60 feet of tremorsense and can
detect and pinpoint the origin of vibrations within
that radius, provided that the eidolon and the source
of the vibrations are in contact with the same ground
or substance. Tremorsense can't be used to detect
flying or incorporeal creatures. This adaptation can
be taken more than once, increasing the range by 60
feet each time.

WEAPON PROFICIENCY
Your eidolon gains proficiency in three simple
weapons, two martial weapons, or one exotic weapon
of your choice. This adaptation can be taken multiple
times with new weapons chosen each time.

EPIC ADAPTATIONS

The eidolon can move through other creatures and
objects as if they were difficult terrain. It takes 1d10
force damage if it ends its turn inside an object.

AGGRESSIVE
As a bonus action, your eidolon can move up to its
speed toward a hostile creature that it can see.

INCREASED SPEED

Increase the speed of one of your eidolon’s forms of
movement by 10 feet. This adaptation can be taken
multiple times.

MAGIC RESISTANCE
Your eidolon has advantage on saving throws against
spells and other magical effects.

MARTIAL ADVANTAGE
Once per turn, the eidolon can deal an extra 1d10
damage to a creature it hits with an attack if that
creature is within 5 feet of an ally of the eidolon that
isn't incapacitated.

MULTIATTACK
Your eidolon gains the multiattack adaptation. In
addition to the two base attacks it has, when you
choose this adaptation your eidolon can make an
additional attack as part of the attack action based on
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the option chosen. This adaptation can be taken
multiple times adding an additional attack each time.
The chance to hit is the same as the base eidolon
bonus.
Tentacle. Melee Weapon Attack: reach 10ft., one
target. Hit: 1d8 bludgeoning damage, and the target
is grappled (escape spellcasting DC) if it is at least
one size smaller than the eidolon. Until this grapple
ends, the target is restrained. The tentacle can only
grapple one target.
Tail. Melee Weapon Attack: reach 15ft., one target.
Hit: 1d10 bludgeoning damage. If the target is a
creature, it must succeed on a Strength saving throw
or be knocked prone.
Maw. Melee Weapon Attack: reach 5ft., one target.
Hit: 1d6 piercing damage. A creature takes 1d6
piercing damage at the end of each of their turns. A
creature can end this damage by using its Action to
make a Wisdom (Medicine) check to remove any
remaining teeth in the wound.
Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: reach 5ft., one target.
Hit: 1d12 slashing damage.

RANGED

All of your eidolon’s attacks gain a range of 30/60
feet. This adaptation can be taken multiple times
increasing the range by 30/60 feet each time.

RECKLESS
At the start of its turn, your eidolon can gain
advantage on all melee weapon attack rolls it makes
during that turn, but attack rolls against it have
advantage until the start of its next turn.

RELENTLESS
If your eidolon takes damage which would reduce it
to 0 hit points, it is reduced to 1 hit point instead.
This ability recharges after a short or long rest.

RESISTANCE
Your eidolon gains resistance to one type of damage.
This adaptation can be taken multiple times with a
different damage type chosen each time.

SKILL EXPERTISE
Choose one skill in which your eidolon has
proficiency. Your eidolon gains expertise with that
skill, doubling their proficiency bonus for any check
that is made with it. The skill chosen must be one
that isn’t already benefiting from a feature that
doubles proficiency bonus. This adaptation can be
taken multiple times with a new skill chosen each
time.

SPIDER CLIMB
The eidolon can climb difficult surfaces, including
upside down on ceilings, without needing to make an
ability check.

SYMBIOTIC BOND
Choose 8 points worth of adaptations that have been
applied to your eidolon. The chosen adaptations now
apply to you as well.

TWO HEADS
Your eidolon has advantage on saving throws against
being blinded, charmed, deafened, frightened,
stunned, and knocked unconscious.

WINGS
Your eidolon gains a flight speed of 30 feet.

LEGENDARY ADAPTATIONS
FORCED EVOLUTION
Each time your eidolon kills a creature, it gains an
aspect of their power. Choose 1 from the following
options each time your eidolon deals the killing blow.
Each option can only be selected once, and this can
only happen once per unique creature type with a CR
of at least 5. If you remove this adaptation all benefits
will need to be reacquired if chosen again in the
future.
Evolved Defenses. Your eidolon’s skin becomes
etched with runes, develops a primal awareness, or
similar evolution that provides a +1 bonus to saving
throws.
Evolved Locomotion. Your eidolon’s musculature
improves, grows an additional set of limbs, or similar
evolution that increases your eidolon’s movement
speeds by 10 feet.
Evolved Natural Armor. Your eidolon’s skin ripples
and hardens as it gains a sturdier hide, scales, or
another form of natural armor. This change increases
your eidolon’s armor class by 1.
Evolved Size. Your eidolon’s limbs lengthen, torso
elongates, or similar evolutions. Your eidolon
increases by one size.
Evolved Toughness. Your eidolon grows a
duplicate organ, improves its cardiovascular system,
or similar evolution gaining an additional 20 hit
points.
Evolved Weaponry. Your eidolon’s claws elongate,
teeth become serrated, blood becomes poisonous, or
similar effect that grants your eidolon extra damage.
Choose a damage type dealt by the creature your
eidolon killed. Once per turn, deal an additional 1d10
damage of that type with one of your eidolon’s
attacks.

BREATH WEAPON
Your eidolon gains a breath weapon of acid, cold, fire,
lightning, poison, or thunder damage in either a cone
or line chosen when this adaptation is selected.
The damage of the breath weapon is equal to 1d10
of your chosen damage type per every two summoner
points spent to summon the eidolon.
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SYNCHRONIZED ACTION

If you selected cone formation for the breath
weapon, the length of the cone is equal to 5 feet for
every two summoner points spent (minimum of 5
feet).
If you selected line formation for the breath
weapon, the length of the line is equal to 5 feet for
every summoner point spent and is always 5 feet
wide.
Each affected creature must make a Dexterity
saving throw taking half damage on a successful
save.

When your eidolon hits with an attack, you can use
your reaction to make a single weapon attack.

TELEPORT
Your eidolon gains the ability to teleport short
distances. As an action, your eidolon can magically
teleport up to 60 feet to an unoccupied space it can
see.

TRUESIGHT

DEATH THROES
When your eidolon drops below 1 hit point, it
explodes in a burst of magical energy. This explosion
affects each creature within 5 ft. of it if the summon
is medium or smaller, 10 ft. of it if the summon is
large, 15 ft. of it if the summon is huge. and 20 ft. of it
if the summon is gargantuan. Each affected creature
must make a Dexterity saving throw, taking 1d6 force
damage per every two summoner points spent to
summon the eidolon on a failed save, or half as much
damage on a successful one.

Your eidolon gains 60ft of truesight. It can see in
normal and magical darkness, see invisible creatures
and objects, automatically detect visual illusions and
succeed on saving throws against them, and perceive
the original form of a shapechanger or a creature that
is transformed by magic. Furthermore, the eidolon
can see into the Ethereal Plane within the same
range. This adaptation can be taken more than once,
increasing the range by 60 feet each time.

FRIGHTFUL PRESENCE

Each creature of the eidolon’s choice that is within
120 feet of the eidolon and aware of it must succeed
on a Wisdom saving throw or become frightened for 1
minute. A creature can repeat the saving throw at the
end of each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on
a success. If a creature's saving throw is successful or
the effect ends for it, the creature is immune to the
eidolon’s Frightful Presence for the next 24 hours.

IMMUNITY
Your eidolon gains immunity to one type of damage.
This adaptation can be taken multiple times with a
different damage type chosen each time.

MUTABLE FORM
When you roll initiative, your eidolon can better
adapt to the situation switching up to 8 points worth
of adaptions for different ones. The new adaptations
are permanent lasting until a feature allows you to
change your adaptations again.

REGENERATION
Your eidolon gains the ability to regenerate health.
Your eidolon regains hit points equal to your
proficiency bonus at the start of each of its turns. If
the eidolon takes radiant or necrotic damage, this
trait doesn't function at the start of the eidolon’s
next turn. The eidolon vanishes if it drops below 1 hit
point and will not regenerate.

SHADOW STEALTH
While in dim light or darkness, the eidolon can take
the hide action as a bonus action.
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HIVEMIND
As others complain of the mental tax from
controlling summons simultaneously, you see a
natural rhythm in the calculations. You have chosen
to spread your concentration across multiple
summons. You see the hidden strength within each
creature when gathered in force. Whether
summoning a handful of spiders to build a web to
restrain your foes or sending a pack of dire wolves
into the flank of an army, you see in your
computations that the synergy brought about from
multiple summons clearly outweighs the weakness of
the individual creatures.

• The summoner can split the work and assign summoned
creatures to be controlled among the other players
• Roll one d20 to determine the attack roll for all your creatures
• Roll one damage roll to determine the damage for all your
creatures that use the same damage dice
• Take the average damage for your creatures’ attacks

SACRIFICE
3rd-level Hivemind feature
You have achieved an even greater control over the
flow of battle with your summons. As a reaction,
when you or one of your summons are targeted with
an attack, you can choose to have the attack directed
at a different summon within range of the attack.

MIND SPACE
6th-level Hivemind feature
Your specialization grants you additional control over
multiple summons. You are able to control up to 3
summons at a time.
Beginning at 14th level you can control up to 4
summons at a time.
The number of summons you can control increases
to 5 at 18th level.

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
10th-level Hivemind feature
You add the number of summons under your control
to the attack roll of each summon.
For example, if you have 3 CR 1 summons under
your control, each summon gains a +3 bonus to hit on
top of their existing bonus. If 2 of your summons are
destroyed before they get to attack again, the attack
bonus would decrease to +1.

FRENETIC SPEED
17th-level Hivemind feature
While you have 2 or more summons under your
control, you and your summons’ movement speed is
doubled.
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• When you transform, you assume the summon’s

HORRIFIER
Fear is a route to power. Harnessing this powerful
motivator and forcibly triggering perceived threats to
manipulate and control others is where the horrifier
shines. Summoners who have chosen to confront
their own personal fears and achieve dominance over
them often end up pursuing this field of study, being
naturally drawn to what they understand.

TERRORS

•

•

3rd-level Horrifier feature
You have learned to utilize fear as a weapon. You can
activate one of the terrors below once per turn. You
can do so a number of times equal to your proficiency
bonus. You must then finish a short or long rest to
use the terrors again.
Scare. When your summon is within 5 feet of a
creature, the creature must make a Wisdom saving
throw. On a failure it must immediately use its
reaction, if available, to move 10 feet away from the
summon. The creature doesn’t move into obviously
dangerous ground, such as a fire or a pit.
Transfix. When your summon is within 10 feet of a
creature, the creature must make a Wisdom saving
throw or become transfixed with the summon. It is
unable to willingly move further from the summon
until the end of your next turn.
Abscond. As an action you call upon an existing
summon, within 20 feet of you or a willing creature
of your choice. The summon teleports to the creature
and carries it up to half the summons maximum
movement to an unoccupied space. If there are no
unoccupied spaces within range this ability can’t be
used. The summon shields the target from any
damage that the target would take, redirecting the
damage to the summon.
Distract. You summon or call upon an existing
summon within 5 feet of a creature you can see. The
next attack against that creature has advantage.
Misdirect. When a summon ends in an adjacent
space to a creature of your choice, the next attack
against that creature has disadvantage.

LIVING NIGHTMARE

•

•
•

•
•

hit points and hit dice. When you revert to your
normal form, you return to the number of hit
points you had before you merged. However, if you
revert as a result of the merged form dropping to 0
hit points, any excess damage carries over to your
normal form.
You retain the benefit of any features from your
class, race, or other source and can use them if the
new form is physically capable of doing so.
You and the summon now act in concert. You may
take any action available to either the summoner or
the summon that you’ve merged with. If you give a
command to your merged summon as an action,
that same action can still be performed by another
summon if it is capable of doing so.
Your ability to speak or take any action that
requires hands is limited to the capabilities of your
summon form.
If the summon takes damage, you must make a
concentration check to maintain the merge.
This merge lasts until you dismiss it as a bonus
action, your summon drops below 1 hit point, or
you lose your concentration (as if you were
concentrating on a spell).
You have disadvantage on any concentration
checks made while merged.
If the summon is killed, any remaining damage is
applied to the summoner.

You can do this a number of times equal to your
Intelligence modifier. You regain all uses upon the
completion of a long rest.

IMPROVED LIVING NIGHTMARE
10th-level Horrifier feature
You have learned to further harness the bond you’ve
developed with your summons. You are now able to
merge with an adjacent summon as a bonus action.
You no longer have disadvantage on concentration
checks while merged. You regain all uses upon the
completion of a short rest.

TITAN OF TERROR
17th-level Horrifier feature

6th-level Horrifier feature
You begin to share a kinship with your summons. You
can conduct a 10 minute ritual to merge into one of
your adjacent summons.
• Your game statistics are replaced by the statistics

of the summon, but you retain your alignment and
personality.
• You have the option of retaining any of your ability
scores in place of your summon’s corresponding
ability score.
• You retain all of your skill and saving throw
proficiencies in addition to gaining those of the
summon.

Having mastered the intricacies of fear, you know
how to bring out the underlying menace of your
summons granting each of them the Frightful
Presence trait starting at level 17. Each creature of
your choice that is within 120 feet of a summon and
aware of it must succeed on a Wisdom saving throw
or become frightened for 1 minute. A creature can
repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its
turns, ending the effect on itself on a success. If a
creature's saving throw is successful or the effect
ends for it, the creature is immune to the summon’s
Frightful Presence for the next 24 hours.
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If a creature you can see is frightened of a summon
you are merged with, you can deal psychic damage to
it equal to your Intelligence modifier as a free action
once per turn.
Any frightened creatures that can see your merged
form have disadvantage on saving throws to remove
the frightened condition.
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SHADOW

this power, you are able to cast Major Image at will,
without expending a spell slot. Because the source of
this power is the same as for your summons, you are
able to cast and maintain concentration on these
illusions even while you have one or more summoned
shadow creatures.

Summoners who pursue the shadow field of study
have found a kinship with their shadow that has
enabled them to draw on power from the plane of
shadows. Where others fear the darkness, they find
solace in their knowledge of the impenetrable
shadow that follows all creatures.

NIGHTMARE RIFT
17th-level Shadow feature

ANIMATED SHADOW
3rd-level Shadow feature
Your shadow has become infused with magical
energy from the constant power you channel through
it; your shadow begins to take on a sentience of its
own. Your shadow is always visible regardless of the
lighting and regularly does not match your
movements. It often interacts with other shadows in
an aggressive or pacifying manner depending on the
situation, sometimes driving your point home and
other times mocking you.

SHADOWY SUMMONS
3rd-level Shadow feature
Focused on the power of shadow, your summons take
on shadowy aspects regardless of their original form.
Whenever a shadow summoner brings forth a
summon it has the following benefits.
• Shadow summons can occupy the same space as

their summoner and provide half cover for the
summoner. While the shadow occupies the same
space as the summoner, the summoner has
advantage on Stealth checks.
• When a shadow summons is in dim light or
darkness, as a bonus action it can teleport up to
double its movement speed to an unoccupied space
you can see that is also in dim light or darkness.

Choose one of your summons within 60 feet. As an
action, you can tear open a rift to the plane of
shadows between you and the chosen summon up to
60 feet in length. Tentacles of shadow emerge,
grasping at all creatures, except you and your
summons, within 20 feet of the rift. Each creature
within range when the rift opens must succeed on a
Dexterity saving throw or take 8d6 bludgeoning
damage and be restrained by the tentacles until the
effect ends. Any creature that moves into range of the
tentacles while the rift is open must succeed on a
Dexterity saving throw or take 8d6 bludgeoning
damage and be restrained by the tentacles until the
effect ends. A creature that starts its turn restrained
by the tentacles takes 8d6 bludgeoning damage at the
start of their turn.
A restrained creature can use its action to make a
Strength (Athletics) or Dexterity (Acrobatics) check
against your DC freeing itself on a success.
The rift lasts for 1 minute, until you dismiss it as a
free action, or you or your summon move from your
space.

SHADOW DEFENSES
6th-level Shadow feature
You have begun to tap the plane of shadows further,
warping the darkness to increase the defenses of you
and your summons. While in dim light you and your
summons gain a +1 bonus to AC. While in darkness,
this bonus increases to +2 to AC.
In addition, whenever you or a summon takes
damage, you or the summon can use a reaction to
gain resistance to the damage by jumping through
the plane of shadows to an unoccupied space within
150 feet. You can use this ability a number of times
equal to your Intelligence modifier, with all uses
refreshing on the completion of a long rest.

SHADOWY ILLUSIONS
1oth-level Shadow feature
You have learned to warp the power of shadows for
your own desires. By tapping into the plane of
shadows directly and infusing your imagination with
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FORCE AUGMENTS

ENERGY REBIRTH

AEGIS OF THE ELDERS
The temporary hit points granted by the Aegis cantrip
are now equal to twice your level plus your
Intelligence modifier.

BEHEMOTH
Prerequisite: Colossus Subclass
You can choose to increase the size of your summon
by one step and increase the health of your summon
by your summoner level.

CHIMERA CLAWS
Prerequisite: 5th level, Archon Subclass
You can attack twice, instead of once, whenever you
take the attack action on your turn.

Prerequisite: Convergent Subclass
When a creature dies within 60ft, roll a 1d20. On a 20,
roll on the convergent summoning tables as though
you spent 1 summoner point, summoning a creature
in the corpse’s square. This does not require the
expenditure of summoner points, count against the
maximum number of summons, nor can a summon
dropping below 1 hit point trigger this.

ENHANCED SENSE
You can spend 1 summoner point and 1 minute of
concentration to enhance one of your senses. Until
your concentration breaks, you spend additional
summoner points, or you complete a short or long
rest, you gain advantage on any checks you make
with the enhanced sense.

ENVIRONMENTAL MODEL

CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM
When a player or NPC fails a skill check, you can tell
them a better way to accomplish the task. They gain
advantage on their next skill check but may become
hostile towards you at the GM or player’s discretion.

CREATURE DISPLACEMENT
Prerequisite: 6th level
As a bonus action, you can switch places with any
summon under your control that you can see.

With your extensive experience combined with keen
intellect, you can build statistical models in your
head. You can choose to be informed of the DC of a
check before you or one of your party members
attempts the challenge. You can choose to spend 1
summoner point to gain advantage on the check. You
can use this ability a number of times equal to your
Intelligence modifier with all expenditures
refreshing on a long rest.

EXPANDED ENHANCEMENT

DREAD MANIFEST
Prerequisite: Horrifier Subclass
As a bonus action, you can expend one of your
summoner points to grant yourself a fearful
appearance. When you do so, choose a number of
creatures you can see and that can see you within 60
feet of you, up to a number equal to your Intelligence
modifier. Each of them must make a Wisdom saving
throw. On a failure, a creature gains 10 movement
speed and must immediately use its reaction to move
its fastest form of movement, without provoking
opportunity attacks, away from you by the safest
available route as far as it can move unless there is
nowhere to move. The movement speed increase
ends once the creatures have finished moving.
Once you use this feature, you can’t use it again
until you finish a short or long rest.

ELEMENTAL FURY
As a bonus action, you can imbue your summons with
elemental power. Choose an element from acid, cold,
fire, lightning, poison, or thunder. Your summons
gain resistance to the element, and your summons’
damage type changes to the chosen element. This
lasts until you dismiss it as a bonus action or you take
a short or long rest.

Prerequisite: Archon Subclass
Rather than limited to just your summons, you have
figured out a way to apply the second level feature
Enhance Summon to yourself and allies. You can
maintain the enhancement on a number of allies up
to your proficiency bonus, but you and each ally can
only be enhanced up to a single time. This lasts until
you take a short rest or lose consciousness.

EXPERIENCED DANGER
You have advantage detecting any illusion spells or
traps you have encountered previously.

FAR-FLUNG VISION
Increase your summoning distance to 100 feet.

FORCEFUL INTELLECT
You gain proficiency in History and Investigation. If
you engage in a game of skill, you have advantage on
any checks you need to make.

LIFE SIPHON
When you or a summon damages another creature,
you can use your reaction to choose one creature of
your choice that you can see to be healed for an
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amount equal to your Intelligence modifier. You can
do this a number of times equal to your proficiency
bonus, regaining all uses when you finish a long rest.

Your summons attacks count as magical for the
purpose of overcoming resistance and immunity to
nonmagical attacks and damage.

LONG HOURS

REALITY IMAGINED

Prerequisite: Level 8
You gain expertise in Arcana, History, Investigation,
Nature, or Religion. If you do not have proficiency in
the skill, you instead gain proficiency. You can take
this amplification multiple times. Each time you
must choose a different skill.

You can spend 1 summoner point and an action to
create a tool out of pure force magic. You are
proficient with this tool even if you do not normally
have this proficiency. The tool lasts until your
concentration breaks as though concentrating on a
spell, you spend additional summoner points, or you
complete a short rest.

MENTAL SHOUT
You increase the distance you can mentally command
your summons to 500 feet.

MIND’S EYE
You can choose to go into a trance as a bonus action
and perceive through your summon’s senses as
though they were your own. If you have more than
one summon, choose which summon you will be
using. You can change the target summon with a
bonus action if you have more than one summon.
While perceiving through your summon, you lose
your own sense of hearing and vision. You can drop
the trance as a bonus action or when you take any
amount of damage.

The damage dealt by the Spike cantrip is now equal to
twice your level plus your Intelligence modifier.

Prerequisite: Hivemind Subclass
When you summon one or more creatures you can
designate a number of creatures, up to your
Intelligence modifier, that can pass through your
summons and end their turn in a space occupied by a
summon without hindering the creatures in any
fashion.

PRIMAL CONNECTION
Prerequisite: Evolutionist Subclass
Your eidolon can choose to use your skill and tool
modifiers in place of its own. Your eidolon also shares
your proficiency and expertise with any skills or
tools.

Prerequisite: 6th Level

Prerequisite: 12th level
Choose a creature type: Aberration, Beast, Celestial,
Construct, Dragon, Elemental, Fey, Fiend, Giant,
Humanoid, Monstrosity, Ooze, Plant, or Undead. You
understand the basic structure of these creatures at a
foundational level and can develop your arcane
formulations exponentially faster. For creatures of
your chosen type, you make all rolls to learn a new
summon formula with advantage, and the time to
develop a summon formula through research is
halved.

SPIKE OF THE ANCIENTS

PERMEABLE BEINGS

RAZOR EDGE

SPECIALTY KNOWLEDGE

TALKING SHADOWS
Prerequisite: Shadow Subclass
You can cast Magic Mouth at will, without expending
a spell slot or material components.

THEOREM RESTORATION
As a bonus action, you can repair one of your
damaged summons. Roll 1d4 and heal your summon
for the total. This can only be performed on your
summons a number of times equal to your
proficiency bonus with all uses refreshing on a long
rest.

UNLEASHED CHAOS
When you or your summon hits a creature
concentrating on a spell, they make the
concentration check with disadvantage.
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CONVERGENCE TABLE
Stretch goal unlocking it to 100 options still needs to be completed. There are a few options that need to be
generalized to account for the feats allowing other classes to access this table.

d100

19

Effect
Roll twice and apply both effects. If
this comes up again nothing
1 happens.

You believe your teeth are sentient
and start talking to them until you
take a long rest. You have
disadvantage on all Intelligence,
Charisma, and Wisdom saving
20 throws during that time.

2
3 You gain 4 levels of exhaustion.

An enormous ape appears out of
nowhere and smashes you with a
boulder dealing 3d8 bludgeoning
21 damage before disappearing.

The ground you're standing on
abruptly juts up into the air at an
angle. A seismic shift is tearing your
location apart as rivulets of lava
begin bubbling to the surface in a 1
4 mile radius around you.

Your three nearest allies fall into a
magical sleep for 3 rounds unless
they take damage or someone uses
an action to shake or slap the sleeper
awake. For each round they sleep
they may spend 1 hit dice. If they
sleep all 3 rounds they gain the
22 benefits of a short rest.

5
6
7
8

23
9

A portal opens to a random location
determined by the DM. You are
24 unable to close it.

A hostile CR 1d10 creature appears
in an unoccupied space 1d100
spaces away from you. It lasts until it
10 drops to 0 hit points.

25
26

11

Your mind is overwhelmed. Until you
take a long rest, you are unable to
recall any words longer than 4 letters
or cast spells that have a verbal
27 component.

12
13
14
A sinkhole suddenly opens at your
feet. You fall 1d100 feet, taking 1d6
bludgeoning damage for each 10
feet, rounded down, that you fall. At
the bottom you find an imprisoned
15 creature.

28
29
An antimagic field radiates from you
in a 10ft radius. This effect lasts until
you lose HP. If you had a summon up
30 this effect represses the summon.

16
You become obsessed with an idea
for a magical creation and spend the
next week attempting to create a
magical artifact. You spend all of your
money, and attempt to borrow funds
from others, on materials to create
17 this artifact.

31
32
33
34
35

18

36
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37
A set of earthen spikes erupt from the
38 ground creating a glowing sigil.
The seventh stranger you encounter
tells you of an ancient secret before
he perishes by a giant fist bursting
through the ground and pulling him
39 into a molten pool of lava.
An explosion of force energy
catapults your closest ally at the
furthest enemy within 150ft. For each
10 feet that are traveled, the ally
deals 1d10 bludgeoning damage to
the enemy upon impact. The ally
takes 1d4 damage for every ten feet
40 that were traveled.
You become immune to the
frightened condition. The next time
41 you lose HP you become frightened.
You immediately disappear into the
ground and are undetectable by non
magical means. You reappear in your
current space at the beginning of
your next turn. If your space is now
occupied, you remain underground
but move 5ft to the south. At the
beginning of your next turn you
attempt to reappear. If there is
something in your space still, you
continue this sequence until you are
able to appear in an unoccupied
42 space.
Light radiates from you for 1 minute.
Enemies within 5 feet have
disadvantage on their attacks and
you have advantage on attacks
against enemies within 5 feet.
Enemies further than 5 feet have
43 advantage on attacks against you.

Your mind is momentarily connected
to an aberration. You gain the
knowledge of one aberration. This
gives you either the knowledge
required to summon the Aberration if
you have a feature to summon it, or a
+1 bonus to a skill of your choice with
which you are not proficient. You take
Xd12 Psychic damage from the brief
mental connection where X is the CR
47 of the Aberration.
You sprout an uncontrollable tentacle
out of your back. It grapples the
nearest creature within 10 ft. The
creature, or one within 5 ft. of it, can
spend an action to attempt to escape
the grapple your spell DC. If it is not
grappling something, it will attempt to
grapple on each of your turns before
you perform any actions. Lasts for 1
48 minute.
Every creature with 30 feet of you is
shoved 30 feet away from you and
knocked prone. You are launched 30
feet straight up and suffer from any
fall damage on the way up and/or
down. Any objects not attached to
something, being carried, or worn are
49 shoved 100 feet away from you.
Due to your streetwise proficiency,
you recognize the clothing styles of
the nearest creature and gain
advantage on any persuasion checks
dealing with fashion for the next 2
50 hours.
A mage hand pokes the two nearest
enemies in the eye. They take 2
51 piercing damage.
52

The ground shakes beneath your
feet. Everyone within 20 feet of you,
including you, must make a your DC
strength saving throw or fall prone.
You have advantage on the saving
throw. All creatures concentrating on
a spell must make a concentration
44 check.
A random object flies in a random
45 direction determined by the DM.
You and a random enemy chosen by
46 the DM swap locations.
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53
Your next attack that hits does twice
as much damage, but you also take
54 half the total damage.
You determine you are the chosen
one. Until you take damage you deal
an additional 1d10 damage each time
you or your summon damages an
enemy. When you take damage and
the effect ends, you take an
55 additional 2d10 damage.
56

58

You have advantage on intelligence
based checks until you take a long
77 rest.

59

78

4d10 gems, value 10 gp each, shoot
equally distributed at each creature
within 60ft, including you. Each gem
60 deals 1 point of damage.

79

57

A clone of you appears in every
unoccupied space adjacent to you.
The clones have 1 hit point, mimic
your every action, and last for 1
80 minute.

The area around you in a 15ft cube
61 becomes difficult terrain.
You cast a Magic Missile at every
creature you can see dealing 1d4+1
62 force damage.

81

You and your summons gain 1d4
63 temporary hit points.
The thoughts of all creatures within
10 feet of you, including you, become
audible until you take a short or long
64 rest.

The next time someone within
earshot brags about an achievement,
they immediately have explosive
82 diarrhea.
83
84

66

You summon a force warrior. See
stats for tribal warrior and add force
resistance. This creature has its own
turn in combat, is friendly to you and
your allies, and remains until you
take a long rest or it drops to 0 hit
85 points.

67

86

You identify the next spell targeting
you and gain advantage on avoiding
it or cause the caster to have
68 disadvantage on the casting.

87

Ice falls from the sky in every square
touching yours. All other creatures
take your proficiency bonus
bludgeoning damage and are in
65 difficult terrain.

88
89

You accidently seduce the next
69 creature that sees you.

You fill your enemies with dread.
Every enemy that can see you has
their movement speed reduced by
90 50% for 1 turn.

When you make an ability check, if
your total for the check is less than
your ability score for the check, you
can use that score in place of the
total. This lasts until you take a long
70 rest.

The next shopkeeper you see gives
you a treasure map and a magical
compass to help you find said
91 treasure.

71

92

72

93

73
Every ally you can see gains 1 hp. If
that puts them over their max hp,
they gain 1 temporary hp. If they are
74 unconscious, they wake up with 1hp.
75
76
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94
The next time you fail a skill check,
95 you instead succeed.
The next attack you or your summon
makes that deals damage is a critical
96 hit.

A friendly CR 1d10 creature appears
in an unoccupied space 1d100
spaces away from you. It lasts until it
drops to 0 hit points or you take a
97 long rest.
You suddenly feel a pull to the
98 closest legendary item, and can use
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this to navigate towards it. This lasts
until you finish a long rest.
You are under the effects of the
99 Foresight spell for 1 minute.
You may choose which effect you'd
100 like to take place.

MENTAL FORMULATION SUMMONS TABLE
Summoners begin their training drawing on the
power of force magic to create relatively simple
summoned creatures shaped by the summoner’s
mind. Drawing from knowledge in books, folklore,
and creatures that roam the land, summoners are
able to create summons that take shape all from the
summoner’s mental image. These creatures can take
many forms, covered with tentacles and giant maws
of teeth, slim and agile, brutes with rippling muscles,
the only limitation is what the summoner can
envision.
• All Mental Formulation creatures make two melee

attacks with the attack bonus and damage amounts
shown per corresponding CR.
• Their creature type is beast.
• They do not have any languages.
• They do not have any special senses.
• They use Strength or Dexterity for their attacks,
chosen when the summon is created.
• The armor class of the mental formulation
summon is equal to the AC column and is not
modified by any of the Eidolon’s ability scores due
to the arcane nature and rigidity of the summon
formula.
Mental Formulation summons have the Mental
Formulation trait: When you summon the creature,
you determine its appearance. The summon deals
bludgeoning, piercing, or slashing damage
depending on the form you have envisioned.

M ENTAL F ORMULATION S UMMONS
CR

PB

AC

HP

Attack Bonus

Damage

DEX or STR

1/2

+2

12

38 (11d6)

+2

3 (1d6)

10

1

+2

12

52 (15d6)

+3

6 (2d4+1)

2

+2

13

73 (21d6)

+3

8 (2d6+1)

3

+2

13

90 (20d8)

+4

4

+2

14

103 (23d8)

5

+3

15

121 (22d10)

6

+3

15

7

+3

8

+3

9

Move Speed

Reach

Small

25ft.

5ft.

12

Small

25ft.

5ft.

12

Small

25ft.

5ft.

11 (2d8+2)

14

Medium

30ft.

5ft.

+5

14 (2d10+3)

16

Medium

30ft.

5ft.

+6

17 (4d6+3)

16

Large

35ft.

10ft.

137 (25d10)

+6

21 (4d8+3)

16

Large

35ft.

10ft.

15

148 (27d10)

+6

25 (4d10+3)

16

Large

35ft.

10ft.

16

162 (25d12)

+7

28 (7d6+4)

18

Huge

40ft.

15ft.

+4

16

182 (28d12)

+8

31 (6d8+4)

18

Huge

40ft.

15ft.

10

+4

17

199 (19d20)

+9

36 (3d20+5)

20

Gargantuan

45ft.

20ft.

11

+4

18

210 (20d20)

+9

40 (14d4+5)

20

Gargantuan

45ft.

20ft.
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Size

desires are unknown at present, but the power is
immeasurable.
Beings of this type can include great ancestral
spirits, primal spirits, or exceptionally strong-willed
individuals who have fought death’s call.

MULTICLASSING
PREREQUISITES
To qualify for multiclassing into the summoner class,
you must meet these prerequisites: Intelligence 13

EXPANDED SPELL LIST
The Spirit lets you choose from an expanded list of
spells when you learn a warlock spell. The following
spells are added to the warlock spell list for you.

PROFICIENCIES
Armor: Light armor, shields
Weapons: Simple weapons

S PIRIT E XPANDED S PELLS

EVOLUTIONIST BUILDS
All summoners have an elevated level of flexibility for
overcoming obstacles that sets them apart.
Summoned creatures, augments, and the summoner
features allow them to accomplish heroic tasks in
remarkable ways. In addition, mental formulation
creatures summoned forth are only limited in their
flavor by the imagination. They may take on such
forms as guardian angels, anthropomorphic animal
companions, or even a spitting image of their creator.
Evolutionists can take this one step further by
customizing their summoned eidolon not only by
appearance, but with their selection of adaptations.
Feats can be used to further enhance the flavor and
play style.
Here I’d like to put together a few sample builds
with suggestions on how to achieve the master vision
of the summoner. If you have a build you’d like me to
include, feel free to drop it in the discord:
https://discord.gg/yUAAQdRsCU or shoot me an
email: brendan@knightvisioncreative.com

CORSAIR
Adaptations: Amphibious, Powerful Build, Stature,
Swim Speed, Wings
Augments: Elemental Fury, Unleashed Chaos
Feats: Alert, Resilient
Your eidolon is your ship, and you are its captain.
Sailing the seas for those that have the coin, you have
a distinct advantage. Others describe how their ship
feels truly alive. Your ship tears those ships apart.
Plus, you can always take to the air.

WARLOCK
The warlock class receives additional eldritch
invocations options, spells, and an additional
subclass in this section.

THE SPIRIT
Reaching out beyond the veil, you have communed
with the spirit realm and found a patron of immense
power. It has secrets to share that are found beyond
the grasp of mortal men. The spirit’s needs and

Spell Level

Spells

1st

Sarai’s Marionette Appendages,
Uncontrollable Undead

2nd

Chest Burst, Monstrous
Transformation

3rd

Spirit Guardians, Speak with
Dead

4th

Black Tentacles, Rip LIfe

5th

Animate Objects, Conjure
Elemental

SUMMON TOTEM
1st-level Spirit feature
You can use an action to summon a totem within 60
feet. The totem is a conduit to your patron and allows
you access to a portion of their power. You can only
have one totem at a time, it can’t be moved, and it
lasts for 1 minute or until it drops to 0 hit points. The
totem is an object that has AC 20 and hit points equal
to your warlock level. When you summon the Totem,
choose one of the following options which affects all
creatures within 10 feet of the totem. You can
designate a number of creatures up to your Charisma
modifier that are unaffected.
Totem of Anguish. All creatures within range take
necrotic damage equal to your proficiency bonus at
the start of their turn as their bodies are subject to
the damaging presence of your patron.
Totem of Connection. All creatures within range
gain a tether connecting them to the totem as your
patron projects a tendril into each creature. When a
tethered creature takes damage, the damage is evenly
split between all tethered creatures and the totem
(minimum of 1 damage to all tethered creatures and
the totem per source of damage).
Totem of Concealment. All creatures within range
gain a bonus equal to your proficiency bonus to
dexterity saving throws and have advantage on
concentration checks as your patron swirls through
the air.
Totem of Despair. All creatures within range treat
the area as difficult terrain as your patron steals their
will to live.
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You can use this feature a number of times equal to
your proficiency bonus. All uses refresh when you
finish a long rest.
The appearance of your totems reflects some aspect of
your patron. For example, your totem of connection
tendrils could appear as golden rope, a tentacle, or
shadowy souls clinging to each creature.

SUMMON PATRON
6th-level Spirit feature
As you grow in power so does your connection with
your patron. You can use an action to summon a
creature of your GM’s choice with a challenge rating
equal to your warlock level divided by 3, rounded
down. This summon, which your patron immediately
takes control of, lasts for up to 1 hour.
The summon is an ally to you and your
companions. In combat, the summon shares your
initiative count, but it takes its turn immediately
after yours. It may obey your verbal commands (no
action required by you), or choose a different action
to help further your goals as determined by the GM.
The summon disappears when it drops to 0 hit points
or when you lose consciousness.
Once you use this feature, you can’t use it again
until you finish a long rest.

The summon takes on characteristics of your patron
such as growing a second head, being bathed at all
times in celestial light, or accompanied by the howling
of its pack.

IMPROVED TOTEM
10th-level Spirit feature
Your totems can harness more of your patron’s
strength before crumbling. Their hit points are now
equal to twice your warlock level.
In addition, the radius of effect for the totem
increases to 30 feet.

IMPROVED SUMMON PATRON
14th-level Spirit feature
Having proven yourself worthy, your patron will
entrust you with more of its power. You can now use
an action to summon a creature of your GM’s choice
with a challenge rating equal to your warlock level
divided by 2, rounded down. You gain one level of
exhaustion from acting as a conduit for this much
power.
Once you use this feature, you can’t use it again
until you finish 1d8 long rests as you recover from the
exertion of channeling the raw power of your patron.

ELDRITCH INVOCATIONS
TOTEM CONDUIT
Prerequisite: The Spirit Patron
While you have a totem summoned, a charged connection forms between the two of you. As a reaction, whenever a
creature damages your totem or moves between you and your totem, you can choose to deal your proficiency
modifier psychic damage to the creature.
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LEGAL INFORMATION
Permission to copy, modify and distribute the files
collectively known as the System Reference Document 5.1
(“SRD5”) is granted solely through the use of the Open
Gaming License, Version 1.0a.
This material is being released using the Open Gaming
License Version 1.0a and you should read and understand
the terms of that license before using this material.
The text of the Open Gaming License itself is not Open
Game Content. Instructions on using the License are
provided within the License itself.
The following items are designated Product Identity, as
defined in Section 1(e) of the Open Game License Version
1.0a, and are subject to the conditions set forth in Section 7
of the OGL, and are not Open Content: Dungeons &
Dragons, D&D, Player’s Handbook, Dungeon Master,
Monster Manual, d20 System, Wizards of the Coast, d20
(when used as a trademark), Forgotten Realms, Faerûn,
proper names (including those used in the names of spells
or items), places, Underdark, Red Wizard of Thay, the City
of Union, Heroic Domains of Ysgard, EverChanging Chaos
of Limbo, Windswept Depths of Pandemonium, Infinite
Layers of the Abyss, Tarterian Depths of Carceri, Gray
Waste of Hades, Bleak Eternity of Gehenna, Nine Hells of
Baator, Infernal Battlefield of Acheron, Clockwork Nirvana
of Mechanus, Peaceable Kingdoms of Arcadia, Seven
Mounting Heavens of Celestia, Twin Paradises of Bytopia,
Blessed Fields of Elysium, Wilderness of the Beastlands,
Olympian Glades of Arborea, Concordant Domain of the
Outlands, Sigil, Lady of Pain, Book of Exalted Deeds, Book
of Vile Darkness, beholder, gauth, carrion crawler,
tanar’ri, baatezu, displacer beast, githyanki, githzerai,
mind flayer, illithid, umber hulk, yuan-ti.
All of the rest of the SRD5 is Open Game Content as
described in Section 1(d) of the License.
The terms of the Open Gaming License Version 1.0a are as
follows:
OPEN GAME LICENSE Version 1.0a
The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast,
Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc
("Wizards"). All Rights Reserved.
1. Definitions: (a)"Contributors" means the copyright
and/or trademark owners who have contributed Open
Game Content; (b)"Derivative Material" means
copyrighted material including derivative works and
translations (including into other computer languages),
potation, modification, correction, addition, extension,
upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment or other
form in which an existing work may be recast,
transformed or adapted; (c) "Distribute" means to
reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly
display, transmit or otherwise distribute; (d)"Open Game
Content" means the game mechanic and includes the
methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent
such content does not embody the Product Identity and is
an enhancement over the prior art and any additional
content clearly identified as Open Game Content by the
Contributor, and means any work covered by this License,
including translations and derivative works under
copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity.
(e) "Product Identity" means product and product line
names, logos and identifying marks including trade dress;

artifacts; creatures characters; stories, storylines, plots,
thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, language, artwork,
symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses,
concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other
visual or audio representations; names and descriptions of
characters, spells, enchantments, personalities, teams,
personas, likenesses and special abilities; places,
locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical or
supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic
designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark
clearly identified as Product identity by the owner of the
Product Identity, and which specifically excludes the Open
Game Content; (f) "Trademark" means the logos, names,
mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor
to identify itself or its products or the associated products
contributed to the Open Game License by the Contributor
(g) "Use", "Used" or "Using" means to use, Distribute,
copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise create
Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) "You" Not
for resale. Permission granted to print or photocopy this
document for personal use only. System Reference
Document 5.1 2 or "Your" means the licensee in terms of
this agreement.
2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game
Content that contains a notice indicating that the Open
Game Content may only be Used under and in terms of this
License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game
Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or
subtracted from this License except as described by the
License itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied
to any Open Game Content distributed using this License.
3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content
You indicate Your acceptance of the terms of this License.
4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing
to use this License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual,
worldwide, royalty-free, nonexclusive license with the
exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.
5.Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are
contributing original material as Open Game Content, You
represent that Your Contributions are Your original
creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the
rights conveyed by this License.
6.Notice of License Copyright: You must update the
COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to include the
exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game
Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and
You must add the title, the copyright date, and the
copyright holder's name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any
original Open Game Content you Distribute.
7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any
Product Identity, including as an indication as to
compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another,
independent Agreement with the owner of each element of
that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate
compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or
Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work
containing Open Game Content except as expressly
licensed in another, independent Agreement with the
owner of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The
use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not
constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product
Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open
Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in
and to that Product Identity.
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8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You
must clearly indicate which portions of the work that you
are distributing are Open Game Content.
9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents
may publish updated versions of this License. You may use
any authorized version of this License to copy, modify and
distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed
under any version of this License.
10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this
License with every copy of the Open Game Content You
Distribute.
11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or
advertise the Open Game Content using the name of any
Contributor unless You have written permission from the
Contributor to do so.
12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to
comply with any of the terms of this License with respect
to some or all of the Open Game Content due to statute,
judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may
not Use any Open Game Material so affected.
13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically
if You fail to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure
such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the
breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this
License.
14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to
be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to
the extent necessary to make it enforceable.
15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0a Copyright 2000, Wizards of the
Coast, LLC. System Reference Document 5.1 Copyright
2016, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.; Authors Mike Mearls,
Jeremy Crawford, Chris Perkins, Rodney Thompson, Peter
Lee, James Wyatt, Robert J. Schwalb, Bruce R. Cordell,
Chris Sims, and Steve Townshend, based on original
material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.

License. No portion of this work other than the material
designated as Open Game Content may be reproduced in
any form without permission.

Summoner Copyright 2022, Brendan Jonesrebandt
Consulting LLC DBA Knight Vision Creative; Author:
Brendan Jonesrebandt
In addition, the following items are further designated
Product Identity, as defined in Section 1(e) of the Open
Gaming License Version 1.0a and are subject to the
conditions set forth in Section 7 of the Open Gaming
License, and are not Open Content:
• All artwork, including but not limited to, works created
by Alexandru Negoita and Ara Maunes.
• Knight Vision Creative branding, including but not
limited to, logos, trademarks, graphic design, layouts,
iconography, and identifying marks,
• All text created by Knight Vision Creative not found in the
Open Gaming License Version 1.0a, System Reference
Document 5.1 found at the internet link:
http://media.wizards.com/2016/downloads/DND/SRDOGL_V5.1.pdf,
• Promotional materials for the Summoner Class including
but not limited to, video, animation, and social media
content.
• All merchandise associated with the Summoner Class
including but not limited to statistics, abilities, spells, and
all information found on all custom content.
All content from the System Reference Document 5.1 is
Open Game Content as described in Section 1(d) of the
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